Writing

RWV 65
English Grammar Usage  $75
Mon 7-9pm
Feb 2-Mar 30

Proper writing techniques and grammar go hand-in-hand. Learn to write clearer sentences, develop effective paragraphs, arrange facts and ideas logically, and increase coherence.

Prerequisite: Minimum level 8 ESL

RWV 82
Starting a Blog  $75
Tue 6:45-8:45pm
Feb 3-Mar 24

Blogs are a great way to begin a writing career, promote a business, or just let the world know what you're thinking. You might even end up getting paid to blog. Learn how to come up with a concept, then set up, write and promote your blog.

RWV 95
Build a Better Vocabulary  $75
Wed 6:45-8:45pm
Feb 4-Mar 25

Build your vocabulary and bolster your confidence. You can use this course as preparation for back-to-work or back-to-school. You will increase your vocabulary as well as learn how to analyze new words and discover their meaning.